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Solutions of the first mixed boundary value problem for a class of parabolic 
partial differential equations are shown to converge to solutions of associated 
elliptic boundary value problems as time t + cc. The method of proof involves 
the introduction, for the parabolic problem, of a class of generalized solutions 
which may behave asymptotically, at spatial infinity, like solutions of the 
associated elliptic equation. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Given a domain s2 C R” and an elliptic operator L of order 2m with 
coefficients defined in 9, it is natural to ask whether a solution u(x, t) of 
the parabolic mixed boundary value problem 
Ut i-Lu =f, (x, t) E J-2 x (0, a), (1) 
U(% 0) = Q(X), XEQ (2) 
(a~/an')u = gj , (x, 4 E a.Q x (0, a), O,<j<m, (3) 
will converge as t + 03 to a solution W(X) of the elliptic boundary value 
problem 
Lv==J, XESZ, (4) 
(a'/anqw = gj , XEa52, O<j<m, (5) 
if f(x, t) -J(x) and gr(x, t) + gj(x) as t -+ co, and if the behavior of u 
and e, as 1 x 1 + cc is suitably restricted when D is unbounded. We will 
assume that L is a linear symmetric operator of the form 
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with bounded 1 p I-times differentiable coefficients P(X) satisfying P(X) = 
P(X), and that L is positive (and elliptic) in the sense that 
holds for all 4 E Corn(Q). Here Do: = Dp *** D>, where Di = a/ax,, a = 
6% 9***> a,,), and 1 OL 1 = 01~ + a*. + 01, ; Csm(Q) denotes the set of smooth 
functions with compact support in J2. Above aj/&zj denotes jth-order 
differentiation in the direction of the outer normal to aQ; if the prescribed 
boundary values gj and gi are zero, conditions (3) and (5) will be imposed 
in a generalized sense which does not presuppose the existence of a normal 
to aQ, or any regularity of aQ. Concerning Q, except in Section 6 where 
we consider nonhomogeneous boundary values, we assume only that it 
is an open subset of R”, and that the inequality 
holds for every bounded subset 52’ of Q and all # E C,,m(Q). Here C’,t denotes 
a constant which depends on Q. This condition on 52 is very mild and 
has been sharply characterized through other equivalent conditions by 
Hijrmander and Lions [l]; see Section 2. Two sufficient conditions for (7) 
to hold are either that the complement S;lc of Q have positive capacity or 
that n > 2m. Thus an “exterior domain” always satisfies our assumption. 
If n > 2m, our study encompasses the Cauchy problem; we can take Q = Rn 
and simply drop the boundary conditions (3) and (5). 
If 52 is bounded, the positivity condition (6) implies the further condition 
for 4 E COm(Q). Using (8) one can easily show (given sufficient regularity 
of the data) that w tzL2(Q), and that if f = j and g5 = gj then 
II u(*, t) - v IILzfnj < II a - v Ildtnj e. 
The further consideration of time-dependent f and gd is not diicult. 
Generalizations of this result have been made to boundary conditions other 
than (3) and (5), to noncylindrical domains, and to less restricted classes 
of linear and nonlinear elliptic operators L; see [2-4]. If 8 is an unbounded 
domain, condition (6) does not generally imply condition (8), and condition 
(8) would be a severely restrictive hypothesis to make; it is not even satisfied 
by the Laplace operator --d in an exterior domain. 
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For operators L satisfying (6) and domains Q satisfying (‘9, an existence- 
uniqueness theory for square-summable solutions of the parabolic problem 
(I), (2), (3) is known, and a method is available for proving the convergence 
of u to v when a - v E L2(Q); see Section 5. However, for such L and Q 
the solution e, of the elliptic problem (4), (5) is not generally square- 
summable. For instance, if L = --d and if Q is a two-dimensional exterior 
domain, v will, for some choices of the prescribed data, tend to a nonzero 
limit at infinity; in this case, v does not belong to Lp(Q) for any 1 < p < 00. 
Therefore the assumption that a - v ELM is an unnatural assumption, 
one that is not even (generally) satisfied by initial data a = 0. The objective 
of this paper is to prove that u converges to v without assuming a - v E La(Q), 
a result which seems to be new even for the heat equation. In order to do 
this, it has been necessary to introduce a new class of solutions of the 
parabolic mixed boundary value problem (l), (2), (3), a class of solutions 
which are free to behave, at spatial infinity, like solutions of the elliptic 
boundary value problem (4), (5). Th’ is is an idea which we have already 
applied to the Stokes equations in [5]. However, in some respects the methods 
stand out more clearly here, free of the special difficulties connected with 
the Stokes equations, and set in a context in many ways more general. 
The solutions of (l), (2), (3) w rc we study are characterized in the case h’ h 
of homogeneous boundary values chiefly by membership in a Hilbert space 
X which is formed by completion of a set of solutions of (4), (5) in norm 
Here B[c$, $1 denotes the bilinear form 
f+b, #I = c 
%l~l*l4<~ 
In @‘(x) W 03 dx 
intrinsic to the elliptic operator L and the domain 52. The space %’ and 
other preliminary matters are studied in Section 2. In Section 3 we develop 
an existence-uniqueness theory for class % solutions of (l), (2), (3) in the 
case of homogeneous boundary values. Existence is proved by the method 
of Galerkin approximation with basis elements that are solutions of (4), (5). 
In this theory neither the initial data a nor the inhomogeneous term f are 
required to be square-summable; they need (roughly speaking) only behave, 
at spatial infinity, like solutions of (4), (5). 
That the class &? solution u of (l), (2), (3) converges, under appropriate 
hypotheses, to a solution v of (4), (5) as t - co is proved in Section 4 for 
the case of homogeneous boundary values. The proof is based on an estimate 
!!L(u(., t) - v)ll;2(,, < Ct-I, 
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which we get for u by further consideration of the Gale&in approximations 
of Section 3. Thus our proof that u converges to v depends heavily on the 
existence-uniqueness theory of Section 3. 
As mentioned, we have already studied solutions of the Stokes equations 
which are analogous to the class Z’ solutions of parabolic equations being 
studied here. In [6] we have shown that a surprising disparity occurs, when 
52 is a two-dimensional exterior domain, between class X solutions of the 
time-dependent Stokes equations and (a class of) square-summable solutions 
of these equations. It is possible, when 52 is a two-dimensional exterior 
domain, to choose prescribed data for the initial boundary value problem 
in such a way that the problem is uniquely solvable in each solution class 
and yet such that the solutions from the two classes are different. This 
disparity between solution classes is impossible for the parabolic problem 
(l), (2), (3). In Section 5 we study a class of L2 (i.e., square-summable) 
solutions of (I), (2), (3) and show that when the prescribed data permit 
existence of both an L2 solution and a class Z solution the two solutions 
are identical. An important consequence of this is that under appropriate 
conditions La solutions of (l), (2), (3) can be shown to converge to solutions 
of (4), (5) as t ---f CO, and known properties of L2 solutions can be claimed 
for class &? solutions. 
In Section 6 we study the nonhomogeneous mixed boundary value 
problem (I), (2), (3), and the asymptotic behavior of its solutions. The 
main results of this paper are drawn together in Theorem 8 and in the 
remarks concerning L2 solutions which follow it. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
All functions in this paper are real-valued. Some norms and function 
spaces used are the following. 
II 24 II: = (% u)f2 9 where (u, v)~ = jo uv dx, 
I ZJ- IL2 = C j (DV dx, 
lolea Ja 
EP(S2) = {U : D”u ELM, for all I (y. ] < m>, 
H&(Q) = {U : u E EP(Q’), for every bounded Q’ with closure D’ C a}, 
H,“(Q) = completion of COm(sZ) in norm I/ * lIna,o 
V,“(Q) = completion of C,m(sZ) in norm j * Im.o. 
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The subscript D will be dropped from the norms when there is no danger 
of ambiguity. 
Assumption (7) concerning Q implies that elements of Vsm(Q) are func- 
tions, and that VOm(.Q) CL#?). The following proposition, which is due 
to Hijrmander and Lions [I], gives criteria necessary and sufficient for 
inequality (7) to hold. 
PROPOSITION. Inequality (7) is satisjied by all I# E Corn(Q) ;f and onZy if 
either (i) n > 2m, or (ii) n = 2m and SZC is not (n/2)-polar, or (iii) n < 2m, 
n is odd, and .QO is nonempty, or (iv) n < 2m, n is even, and either QC is not 
(n/2)-polar or is not contained in a proper subspace of Rn. 
It is shown in [l] that condition (i)-( iv is satisfied if and only if for ) 
every f E C,,m(Q), the inequality 
Ib?Afb-J I 6 G 14 Im,R (9) 
holds for all + E Csm(Q). Here C, denotes a constant which depends on f. 
Condition (9) is equivalent to condition (7). Clearly if (7) holds, then 
I&f j6) I < II d IIc Ilf Ilt < Ct I 4 LO where Q’ is the suppofl off E Gm(Q). 
Now suppose that (9) holds and that 52’ is a bounded subset of Q which we 
may assume is open. Let S, = {x: I x / < R} and take R sufficiently large 
so that Q’ C S, . Consider functions belonging to either Corn(Q) or Csm(Q’) 
to be defined throughout S, by setting them equal to zero in the com- 
plements of Q or Q’, respectively. Since Sz’ is an open subset of S’, , it is 
possible to choose a finite number of functions fi E Cam(Q), such that every 
polynomial p(x) of degree less than m must vanish identically if ( p, fJsR = 0 
for each fi . Therefore [I $ jk,s, + C (4, fi)%,J1la is a norm equivalent to 
II d I17n,SR in Hm(S,); see [7, p. 1111. Hence, in virtue of (9) we have, for 
all 4 E C,“(Q), the inequality 
The reader is referred to [l] for a study of p-polar sets. We mention 
here that a set is l-polar if and only if its capacity is zero, and that a set 
is q-polar if it is p-polar and q < p. From these remarks and the proposition 
above, it follows that condition (7) is satisfied if Qc has positive capacity. 
We also note that if n > 2m, condition (7) follows from the Sobolev inequality 
II d lbw d c 14 lmm with p = 2n/(n - 2m) for 4 E COm(Rn). 
Some function spaces which are intrinsically related to the elliptic operator 
L will be needed. Because of the assumptions made about L, the bilinear 
form B[u, w] is an inner product on C,m(Q). We let 
$(Q) = completion of Cam(Q) in norm /I/ 24 I!/ = B[u, U]1/2. 
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Clearly $(sZ) is a Hilbert space and H,“(G) C $(a) C V,,*(G). Functions 
0 E f(G) satisfy (S/M)v = 0 on %2 in a generalized sense for 0 < j < m. 
The elliptic problem (4), (5) with prescribed data & = 0, f~ C,“(8), is 
uniquely solvable for v E f(Q) because for all f E C,m(G) and for all 
4 E $@I, N&I% I < Cf I9 L,o < Cf Ill 4 Ill. Membership of 7.1 in $P) 
evidently imposes an appropriate condition at infinity for the unique 
solvability of problem (4), (5). A precise classical characterization of such 
conditions at infinity will not be attempted here; we refer the reader to 
[8] for a study of conditions at infinity appropriate to second-order equations 
in exterior domains. We mention, however, that if n > 2m, then v -+ 0 
at infinity, at least in the sense that I/ v 11L9(sa) < co for p = 2n/(n - 2m). 
On the other hand, if n < 2m, it is possible, in some cases, for $(sZ) to 
contain functions which tend to nonzero limits or even grow infinite at 
infinity; see [9] for the case of L = -A and n = 2, or see [6] for a related 
example. 
We let .X(G) denote the set of solutions of (4), (5) corresponding to 
data gj E 0 and J E Corn(Q); that is, 
x(Q) = 1~: uE $(Q) and WA 4 = (4,f)n 
for some fe C,m(sZ) and all + E j(Q)}. 
If u E X(G), then it is well known that u E Ht$(s2) and Lu = f. Clearly 
L maps S(sZ) onto C,,m(sZ). Furthermore, the map L: X(J’~) -+ La(Q) is 
closable. For suppose {Us} is a sequence in S(G) such that Ilj uk: 111 -+ 0 
and such that {Luk} converges in La(Q). Then {Lu,} must converge to zero 
in La&Q) because I(AL4n I = I W, ukll S Ill 4 III . Ill uk Ill - 0 for d 
4 E Corn(Q). We let 
S(8) = the domain of the closure of L: X(Q) -+ L*(Q), 
and give X(G) the norm jl u I!&, = 111 u /I/e + II Lu ]12. Equipped with 
this norm, &‘(52) is a Hilbert space; in fact, it is the completion of X(S) 
in norm II . II*(O) . If u E S(Q), then clearly u E H:‘:(G). We observe that 
B[+, U] = (#, Lu)~ holds if either (i) u E S(G) and 4 E ,$(52), or (ii) u E S(8) 
and 4 E f(G) n Le(Q). Th e sufficiency of (i) follows from the definition 
of X(Q), and the sufficiency of (ii) is verified by taking a limit. 
The cylindrical domain Sz x (E, T), with 0 < E < T < co, will be 
denoted by QS,r, or simply by Qr if E = 0. The generic point of Qr,r is 
denoted by (x, t). Let X(a) denote any one of the Hilbert spaces La(Q), 
Hm(G), H,m(J?), Vam(s2), $(fi), or &‘(sZ), and let ]I * ]]x(n) be the corresponding 
norm. We set 
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and define X(QE,r) to be the completion in norm I[ . Ilx(o, r) of the set of 
functions 4(x, t) which are defined in Qc,r , and which as functions of t are 
continuous functions on (E, 2’) into X(G) with bounded norm /I . j/r(o, r) . 
.%?(Qr,r) is defined to be the set of all functions u E f(Q.,r) such that 
s: W, 4 dt = f: (4, f)n dt h o ld s f or somef E C,,m(Q,,T) and all + E $(Qr,r). 
We observe that Z(Q6,r) is dense in &‘(QE,r). 
3. THE MIXED BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM IN THE CASE OF 
HOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
Given data a E $(J?), MEL&,, and gj = 0, we call u a class 2 solution 
of (l), (2), (3) if and only if 
u E I and ut E AQG,T), for all 0 < E < T < co, (10) 
III 4’9 9 - a Ill --+ 0 as t -+ 0, (11) 
and Eq. (1) holds almost everywhere in Qco . 
LEMMA 1. Suppose u satisfies (IO). Then u satisjes Eq. (1) almost every- 
where in Qm , if and only if 
s = VGt 3 $1 + 6% W) - (f, &4> dt = 0 (12) E 
holds for all 4 E JT(Q~,~) and all 0 < E < T < co. 
Proof. For the functions u and # under consideration, Eq. (12) is 
equivalent to s6r (ut + Lu - f, L4)n dt = 0. Since ut + Lu - f E LtO,,(Qm), 
and since L maps Y(Qs,r) onto Com(QE,T), this latter equation holds for all 
I$ E x(QcE.r) if and only if ut + Lu = f almost everywhere in Qco . 
THEOREM 1. Class X solutions of (I), (2), (3) depend continuously in 
X(QT) upon the prescr$tion of initial data a in $(sZ). There is at most one 
class X solution of (I), (2), (3). 
Proof. Suppose solutions u and u take initial data a and 8, respectively. 
Let w = u - U. From (12) one obtains 
J‘ T VW, ,$I+ (Lw, -W dt = 0 -2 
for all + E Z(QE,r) and, by taking a limit, for all 4 ~z(Q~,r). Since 
w E sT(Q<,~), we have 
s T wrwt 
, w] + (Lw, Lw)} dt = 0, 
E 
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and hence by integration 
Here we have used (d/dt) 111 w(., t)1112 = 2B[w,, w], which follows from the 
symmetry of B[*, .I; ‘t I is for this purpose that we have assumed L is sym- 
metric. From (11) we get 111 w(., c) - (a - %)/ii --f 0, and hence 111 w(., <)I11 +
[II a - H !/I, as E --f 0. Thus, 
4 III 4.1 T)l!l” + IO* II Lw /I2 dt = 4 III a - a lI12. (13) 
The statements of the theorem follow immediately. 
Z?(Q) is a separable space with dense set X(G), and therefore a system 
of functions {az(x)} exists which is contained in .X(G) and complete in 
.%(sZ). It may be assumed that this system is orthonormal in $(s2). Let 
?P(X, t) = i q*(t) u”(x) 
Z=l 
be the solution of the system (1 = l,..., n) of ordinary differential equations 
BW, u”] + (L@, LaZ) = (f, LUZ) (14) 
for which the coefficients czn(t) take initial values czn(0) prescribed below. 
Because of the orthonormality of {a”(x)} in f(G), these equations may be 
written in the form 
f Cl&) + f c,n(t)(~“,LaZ) = (f,LaZ). 
k=l 
Since f E L&(Qm) and Luz E C,a(G), the linear system (14) is uniquely 
solvable on the t interval [0, cc); see [lo]. The coefficients c,,(t) are absolutely 
continuous functions. 
THEOREM 2. A cZuss X solution of (l), (2), (3) exists ;f a E y(Q), ;f 
g, = 0, and ;ff E $(QT) for all T > 0. 
Proof. Assume first that a E .X(Q); in this case we will show ut E d$(Qr). 
Without further loss of generality we may assume a1 = Ill a I/-la. Thus 
by prescribing initial values cJ0) = II/ a II/ and czn(0) = 0 for I = 2,..., n, 
we get ZP(X, 0) = u(x) for all n. Multiplying Eqs. (14) by czn(t) and summing 
1 from 1 to n yields 
W/4 Ill un Ill’ + llL@ II2 = (f,-1 = B[f, 4 < lllf III . Ill un III. (15) 
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It follows that (d/dt) 111 un j/j < /II f /I/, and hence that 
Ill *Y., t)lll d Ill a Ill + Jot illf il! &-. (16) 
Multiplying (14) by (d/dt) cm(t) and summing I from 1 to 71 yields 
-&w) II Lu” II2 + Ill utn /II2 = (f,wv = Wf, VI < 4 lllf l/l2 + Q III *tn I/la> 
and therefore 
(44 IILu” II2 + Ill utn /II2 < lllf I/la. 
Integration of (17) yields 
(17) 
II Lu”(*, a2 + II Ytn ht) G IlLa II2 + Ilf II> * (18) 
Inequalities (16) and (18) ensure that {u”} is bounded in &‘(Qr), and that 
(~~“1 is bounded in $(Qr), for all T > 0. Thus a subsequence can be selected 
such that (u”“} and (z@} have weak limits u E Z(Qr) and ut E $(Qr), respec- 
tively, for all T > 0. It is easy to see that ut is the weak t derivative of u. 
The limit u and its derivatives may be assumed to satisfy those estimates 
which hold for all the u*, uniformly in n. 
For the f under consideration, Eq. (12) with E = 0 is equivalent to 
l,‘{B[u, , +] + (Lu, L+) - BV, +I} dt = 0. To check this equation for all 
$ E X(Qr), we need only consider I$ of the form 4(x, t) = Czl d,(t) u”(x) 
with arbitrary coefficients d,(t). The validity of 
SC = m dz(t){B[ut , a”] + (Lu, Laz) - BV, a”]) dt = 0 0 Z=l 
follows from (14) and from the weak convergence of {Lu”~} to Lu in L2(QT), 
and of {up} to ut in $(Qr). 
To verify condition (ll), observe that inequality (16) implies 
II 24” - a II/ -+ 0 as t -+ 0, and that inequality (18) implies (I Utn ]lp(o,) 
is bounded, both uniformly in n. Therefore, 
Ill un(*, t) - a //I2 = j-0$ (W) Ill un - a Ill2 dT 
= 2 
s 
t B[utn, u” - a] dr 
0 
G 2 II *tn Il/(OJ * II fJn - a hot) -+ 0 
as t + 0, uniformly in n. The proof is complete for a E .X(Q). 
If a E #(L?), let {a*} be a sequence in X(G) which converges to a in f(Q). 
Corresponding to each ale there is a class A? solution $ which takes ak 
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as initial data. By Theorem 1, the solutions $ converge strongly in X(QT) 
to a limit u, for all T > 0. We will show II is a solution taking initial data u. 
To begin with, we show that {pt} is bounded in $(Qe,r) for all 0 < E < 
T < 00. By integrating (15) and making simultaneous use of (16) we get, 
since pk is the limit of Galerkin approximations, 
3 III pk(*, Olii2 + lot Ii h” 11’ dr 
G t III ak Ill2 + jot !llf Ill (Ill ak III + ji lilflll do) &-. 
The right side is, for all k, less than some continuous function F(t) defined 
on [0, co). Thus si II L+L” iI2 d7 < F(e); and consequently, for some 7k E (0, e), 
there holds I/ Lpk(., 7k)112 < E-~F(F(E). Now integrating (17) 
IIJ$~(*, T)l12 + J* l/l p? Ill’ dt < IIJ$~(~, Tk)ii2 + 1’ lli f /II2 & 
711 Tk 
and thus, remembering that 7k < l , /I ptk ll>(o, r) < E-~F(c) + Ilfil>co,, . 
The boundedness of {pi”} in $(Qt,r) ensures that u has a t derivative 
ut E $(Q<,r) and that a subsequence of {ptk} converges weakly to ut in 
$(QC,r). That u satisfies (12) for all 4 E X(QE,r) is easily shown by a weak 
convergence argument. 
To complete the proof, we must check that u assumes the initial data a. 
Given any E > 0, choose K so that I// ak - a /II < c/3, and then choose 
7 > 0 so that ]/I pk(., t) - ak j/l < e/3 for all t E (0, T). Then 
/Ii u(., t> - a, Ill < l/l u(., t) - pk(., t)lll + II/ pk(., t) - ak ill + I// 01~: - a Ii/ <E 
for all t E (0, T). Here we have used the fact that (13) implies 
Ill u(., t) - pk(., Qll < Eli ah. - a Ill. 
THEOREM 3. A class S solution of (l), (2), (3) exists if a E f(Q), ;f 
gj = 0, and if f, ft E L2( Q=) for all T > 0. 
Proof. Assume first that a = 0 and that f (., 0) = 0. Since a = 0, we 
set initial values c,,(O) = 0 for the coefficients of un. Multiplying (14) by 
cLn(t), summing over Z, and using the Schwarz inequality, we obtain 
Wdt) Ill un Ill2 + IIL@ II2 < t llf II2 + + /IL@ l12. 
Since ZP(., 0) = 0, integration yields 
Ill un(+, t)ll12 + Jot I/L@ It2 dT G j-at llf II2 dr. (19) 
505l42-5 
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Because ft EP(Q=), we can differentiate (14) with respect to t; then multi- 
plying by (d/dt) cln(t) and summing 1 from 1 to n, we obtain 
Since both u” andf vanish initially, it follows from (14) that up(., 0) vanishes 
also. So integration of the last inequality yields 
Using (19) and (20) one can show, much as in the proof of Theorem 2, 
that a subsequence of {u”} converges to a solution u. Under the assumption 
a = 0, we have ut E f(QT) for all T > 0. 
Now suppose that a and f satisfy only the hypotheses of Theorem 3. 
The domain of definition of f(., t) can be extended to [- 1, co) in such 
a way that f(., -1) = 0 and f,ft EL~(J~ x (-1, T)) for all T > -1. 
Assuming this is done, let ui be the class 2 solution defined in Sz x (- 1, co) 
which is determined by vanishing initial and boundary values, and by 
the extended functionf. Let ua be the class ~8’ solution defined in !J x (0, co) 
which is determined by vanishing f and gj , and by initial data a - ul(., 0). 
The existence of ua is assured by Theorem 2. The sum u = ui + ua is 
defined in Qo; and is a class 2 solution for the data given in Theorem 3. 
COROLLARY 1. A cZass X solution of (I), (2), (3) exists if a E f(Q), 
;f gj -II 0, and if f = fi + J2 where fi E $(QT) and fi , fit E L2(QT) for all 
T > 0. 
4. BEHAVIOR As t- cc 
THEOREM 4. Suppose that u is a cZass 2 solution of (l), (2), (3), and 
that f and the gj vanish identically. Then j/ u(., t)ljn, --+ 0 as t + co for every 
bounded subset a’ of Sz. The same conclusion holds if f = fi + f2 as in 
Corollary 1, provided sr (11 fi 111 dt and j: 1) f2 II2 dt are finite. 
Proof. Assume first that f = 0. Because solutions are unique, it suffices 
to consider the solution constructed by Galerkin’s method in the proof 
of Theorem 2. We begin by showing that u satisfies 
IIW., t)l12 < iv-l Ill a III2 and III 4.9 t)lll < Ill a //I* (21) 
It is only necessary to establish these inequalities for the Galerkin approxima- 
tions; even if a is only in $(Q) and not in X(sZ), u is the limit of these 
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approximations. It follows from (17) that j/L@(., t)l\ is a nonincreasing 
function of t for each approximation u n. Thus, from the integrated form 
of (15), we see that (21) holds for the approximations, and hence for u. 
We use (21) to show that u(., t) converges weakly to zero in y(Q) as 
t -+ 00. Since u(., t) is bounded in 2(Q), this weak convergence need only 
be tested by functions 4 E Cam(Q). In view of (21) we have 
I WY UC., Qll = l(4,W., G>l < II4 II . II-M., t>ll + 0 as t + m. 
Now let Q’ be an arbitrary bounded subset of Q. Choose R sufficiently large 
so that 52’ C S, = {x: I x j < R}. The norms II . l(nz,sR and (1 . Ii,s, + /I . /i~R)l/a 
are equivalent in ZP(S,). Therefore, using (6) and (7), and defining u E $(Q) 
throughout S, by setting u = 0 in Szc, we obtain 11 u llm,SR < CR /I/ u /II 
for all u E 3(Q). Thus the solution u( ., t), being bounded in f(Q), is bounded 
in H”(S,) as a function of t. It is well known [ll, p. 161 that an H”(S,)- 
valued function u(., t) which is bounded in H”(S,), must converge weakly 
in H”(S,), as t + 03, if it converges weakly in L2(SR). Thus u(., t) + 0 
weakly in H”(S,) as t + co, if ($, a( ‘, t)) --f 0 as t + co for every 4 E COm(SR). 
Now for every $ E COm(SR) the expression (+, u) defines a bounded linear 
functional on u E j(Q), and therefore ($, u(., t)) + 0 as t + cc because 
u(., t) converges weakly to zero in y(Q). Since u(., t) - 0 weakly in EP(SR), 
and since the imbedding H”(S,) CLs(S,) is compact, we have u(., t) + 0 
strongly in L2(S,), and hence in L2(s2’), as t - 00. 
Finally we consider the case of nonvanishing f. Let f = fi + fi as 
specified. Let E > 0 be given. Choose 7 sufficiently large so that 
and 
I ,* Ilf2 /I2 dt < (d412 c,?, 
where Co, is a constant such that II+ /jsa, < C,, /II 4 //I holds for 4 E f(Q). 
For t 3 Q- we express u as the sum of two solutions, u = ur + us . Here 
ur is the class A? solution defined for t 2 7 which vanishes at t = 7 and 
satisfies z+ + Lu, = f. u2 is the class # solution defined for t 3 7 which 
equals U(T) at t = 7 and satisfies uZt + Lu, = 0. It follows from estimates 
(16) and (19) that II/ ur(., t)lll < (e/2) C;;? , and hence that Ij ur(., t)lln, < c/2, 
for all t > 7. We have shown above that jl u2(., t)lln, -+ 0 as t -+ co. Thus for 
some T* > 7 we have ]I u(., t)llsa, < II ur(., t)llsa, + Ij u2(., t)llo, < E for all 
t > 7*. 
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose the boundary values gj and gj prescribed in (3) 
and (5) are zero. Suppose that f prescribed in (4) belongs to the range of 
L: X(a) + L2(s2), so that a unique solution v E d@(Q) of (4), (5) exists. Suppose 
u is a class X solution of (I), (2), (3), and that the prescribed f in (1) satis$es 
f - f = .A + .f2 , where fi E A!&) and fi , fit cL2(QT) for all T > 0. 
Then 11 u(., t) - v//~, ---f 0 as t -+ co, for every bounded 9’ C Q, provided 
J- I”f ! d ,, ,I 1 11 t and jr /j f2 /i2 dt are both finite. 
Under the stated hypotheses, Theorem 4 can be applied to u(x, t) - V(X). 
We remark that the hypothesis concerning j, namely, that f belongs to 
the range of L: X(G)) -+ La(G), is certainly satisfied if Jo L*(G) and if the 
support of jis bounded; see the proof of Lemma 4 in Section 6. 
5. EQUIVALENCE OF L" AND CLASS S? SOLUTIONS 
In this section we show that class S? solutions of (l), (2), (3) are the same 
as L2 solutions under circumstances which ensure existence in both classes. 
For completeness we offer a brief account of the existence and uniqueness 
of L2 solutions. 
Given a E L2(s2), gi = 0, and f EL2(Qr) for all T > 0, we call u an L2 
solution of (I), (2), (3) if and only if 
u E I&"' 
and 
and ut E L2(Qc,~) for all 0 < E < T < 00, (22) 
ilu(.,t)-all--*0 as t-0, (23) 
s = Gut 3 C> + WA 4 - (f, +)> dt = 0 for all 4 E &‘YQ,.T) E 
andall O<r<T<oo. (24) 
THEOREM 5. L2 solutions of (l), (2), (3) depend continuously in Hom(QT) 
upon the prescription of initial data a in L”(G). There is at most one L2 solution 
of (I), (3 (3). 
Proof. Let u and ii be La solutions taking initial data a and a; respec- 
tively, and let w = u - g. From (24) we obtain 
s 
T 
MW) II 4-p t)ll” + II! w Ill”> dt = 0 f 
and hence 
if- /I w(., T)jj2 + lr I// w Ill2 dt = 4 11 w(., c)lj’. 
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Clearly I( eu(., l )II + (I a - Zll as E + 0, so 




II w Il~a(or) + II w Il>co,, d c II f.2 - bll2. 
The norm (II . II&.) + II . ll>,,,J r/a is equivalent to that of Hgm(Qr) in 
Ho’YQr). 
THEOREM 6. An L2 solution of (l), (2), (3) exists ;f a EL%(G), qgi E 0, 
and iff E L2(Q,) for all T > 0. 
Proof. Let {a”} be a complete system of functions in iY,‘1”(@ which 
is orthonormal in La(Q). Let P(X, t) = C”= r r cln(t) a”(x) be the solution of 
the system (I = l,..., n) of ordinary differential equations 
w, al) + B[al, u”] = (f, a”) (26) 
which satisfies the initial conditions s,(O) = (a, a’), I = I,..., n. The 
existence of a solution follows from estimates for IP in Hsm(Q,) and for 
utR in Lg(Q,,=) which are uniform in n. These may be obtained as follows. 
Multiplying (26) by cln(t) and summing 1 from 1 to n yields 
BVP) II U* II2 + Ill un Illa = (f, 0 < llf II * II un IL 
hence II @(*, t)ll < II a II + fi Il.0 d7, and finally 
S II u”(*, TN2 + II un II&,, 
G 4 II a I? + JOT llfll (II a II + 1: llf II do) dr. (27) 
Cle=-ly II an ll~~~or~ + II un 1l>to,, is bounded uniformly in n. Thus us is 
bounded in Hsm(Qr). To get an estimate for ut in La(Qc,r), multiply (26) 
by (d/dt) s,(t) and sum over 1. One obtains 
II ut* I? + HW) Ill un IlIp = (f, Q) < II llfl12 + ii II utn I?. 
Integration from u to T, for any (T satisfying 0 < (T < < < T, yields 
II utn II&Q, T) + III u”(*, TIII” < Ill UT*, 4lll” + lIfIl~~~QT~ . (28) 
One can see from (27) that 
og:c III un(*, ~)1112 G l/c /+ II alI2 + I,’ llfll (II a II + 6 llfll dv) dT/, . 
which taken in conjunction with (28) provides an estimate for vtn in La(Qe,T). 
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In order to prove the initial values are assumed, we proceed much as 
in the proof of Theorem 2. Briefly, if a E H,,m(sZ), we can assume a1 := 
I/ u 11-k and get an estimate for 11 utn I/L*(o,) from (28). In this case (23) follows 
readily. If a is only in L2(.0) we choose a sequence {c?} in H,“&(G) which 
converges to a in L2(J2). Letting pk denote the L2 solution corresponding 
to initial data (Ye, Theorem 5 ensures the convergence in Hsm(Qr) of the 
sequence {@} to a limit u. The estimate obtained for ptk in L2(QE,r) ensures 
that u has a derivative ut EL~(Q~,~). Now given E > 0, choose k sufficiently 
large that // ~8 - a 11 < r/3, and then choose 7 > 0 so that /I pk(., t) - & I/ < 
p/3 for 0 < t < 7. From (25) one obtains I/ u(., t) - @(., t)lj < c/3. Thus 
11 u(., t) - a // < 6 for t < 7. 
The following two lemmas are preparatory to the main result of this 
section. 
LEMMA 2. Under assumption (7) made on JJ we have VOm(12) n L2(12) = 
Ho”YQ). 
Proof. We need to prove Yom(G) n L2(9) C ii,m(s2). The norms 
(I u Ifi,, + II u lliJ1/2 and II u L,D are equivalent for functions u E VOm(sZ) fl 
L*(G), since such functions vanish on the possibly nonsmooth boundary. 
Now let u E Vam(G) n La(Q) and E > 0 be given. By choosing R large 
enough, we can make II u IIm,R--SR < E, where S, = {x: 1 x I < Rf. There 
exist functions 4 E C,,m(sZ) making I u - + j*,o arbitrarily small; because 
of (7) we can choose 4 so that II u - + Ijm,onSR+, < E. Since now both 
II @II m ,nn (s&-s)J and II u - + Ilm,~n(~,+,-~R) are less than E, we have 
II + Ilm.nn(sR+l-SR) < 26 Clearly $ E C,,m(SR+l) can be chosen to satisfy 
# E 1 in S, and yet have derivatives Da+, 1 OL I < m, all bounded in 
absolute value by some constant Cr independent of R. Now $+ E COW(G), 
II u - +$ Ilm.nnsR < 6, and II $9 IIm,~--SR < C2 II + Ilm.~n(sR+l-SR) < 2eG, where 
C, depends only on C, . Thus 
< (3 + 8c,2) E2. 
The proof is complete. 
LEMMA 3. Suppose u eL2(G’ x (0, T)) and lim,,, II u(., t) - a IIn* = 0 
for every bounded subset 9’ ?fG. Then u EL%(Q~) andlim,,, 11 u(., t) - u 11~ = 0, 
provided a E La(G) and ut E L2(QT). 
Proof. It is certainly enough to show that 11 u(*, t) - a Ii”, < t /I ut l/&o,) 
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holds for all 0 < t < T. For almost every x E 9 one has u(x, t) - a(x) = 
Ji ut(z, T) do. Therefore, using the Schwarz inequality, 
(u(x, t) - u(x))” = jot f ut(x, T) ut(x, CT) do dT < t 1; u;(x, T) dr, 
THEOREM 7. Suppose u is a class SF solution of (I), (2) (3) and that 
a E L2(G), g, EZ 0, and f E L2(QT) for all T > 0. Then u is also an La solution 
of(l), (39 (3). 
Proof. Since u ~z(Qr) we haveLu ELM. Thus ut = -Lu + f EL2(QT). 
Obviously u ~9’(Qr) and lim,,, /II u(*, t) - a I/l = 0 imply u eL2(9’ x (0, T)) 
and lim t-,, // u(., t) - a IIR, = 0 for every bounded 52’ C Sz. Therefore, by 
Lemma 3, we have u ELM and limt, 11 u(., t) - a Ila = 0. Since in 
addition u E X’(Qr) C Vom(Qr), we have u E Ham(Qr.) by Lemma 2. Evidently 
conditions (22) and (23) are satisfied. Condition (24) is satisfied because 
j?(%$) +%$,u] - (f,+)>dt = 1’1 (ut +Lu-f)4dxdt =O 
E F R 
for all r#~ E IYam( th e integration by parts is justified because Hsm(S) C 
A-Q> f-l WQ>. 
Remark. For a class A? solution, the conclusion of Theorem 7 (that 
u E Hgm(Qr)) provides information about the solution’s behavior at spatial 
infinity beyond that which follows from the solution’s membership in 
X(Qr). For instance, if Sz is an exterior domain, a solution must tend to 
zero at infinity in a reasonable generalized sense if it belongs to Ha”(Qr). 
Even if the hypotheses of Theorem 7 do not hold, so that the class &’ solution 
u of (I), (2), (3) may perhaps not belong to Hor”(Qr), it follows from Lemma 3 
that u - 4 E L*(Q=) where $(x, t) = U(X) + fi f (x, t) dt. Thus u(x, t) behaves 
in a generalized sense like 4(x, t) as x -+ co, and the behavior of $(x, t) 
as x + co can be ascertained from that of the prescribed data a and f. For 
instance, if L = -A, if 9 is a two-dimensional exterior domain, and if 
a and f both tend to zero at infinity, then so must u in a generalized sense. 
Remark. We mentioned in Section 1 that (under suitable hypotheses 
concerning f and the gj) it is possible to show that the (class L2) solution u 
of (l), (2) (3) converges to the solution w of (4), (5) as t -+ co, without 
recourse to our study of class A@ solutions, provided a - v E L2(G). Let 
us suppose that a ELM, that gj = 0, and that f belongs to L2(Qm) and 
satisfies st 11 f // dt < co. Then the limiting data for (4) (5) is gj = 0 and 
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J=O; so v = 0 and a - v ELM. We can show that the L2 solution u 
of (l), (2), (3) converges to D as follows. Inequality (27) implies that 
sr (11 u l/l2 dt < 00 and hence that s: 11 u 16, dt < co, for every bounded 
subset Sz’ of J2. Inequality (28) implies that Jew // ut II2 dt < co. Now by the 
Schwarz inequality, . 
Thus, 
I(W) II u II:, I < 2 II u IIR~ - II ut IL-Y . 
j- I(W) II u II;, I dt < 2 I/= I/ u II$ dt * jru Ij ut /I2 dtll:p < co. 
E l 
Together Jr I(d/dt) II u I& I dt < co and Jf” /I ~4 ]I$ dt < 00 imply that 
II UC.9 t)lln, - 0 as t + co. Notice that the hypothesis sr i/fll dt < co needed 
for this argument implies forfa faster rate of decay as t ---f cc than is assumed 
in Theorem 4. 
6. THE CASE OF NONHOMOGENEOUS BOUNDARY VALUES 
In this section a brief and simple account is given of the mixed non- 
homogeneous boundary value problem and of the asymptotic behavior 
of its solutions. We will assume an is of class Cm; under this assumption 
a function 4 E Corn@) is known to belong to H,-,“(G) if (S/&z++ = 0 on 
aJ2, for 0 < j < m. Here n denotes the direction normal to ZJ. 
We call a function b E C2m+1(Q~) an admissible extension of the boundary 
values gj prescribed in (3) if and only if the support of b is contained in 
D’ x [0, CQ) for some bounded subset sz’ of 9, and (?Y/&+)b = gj on 
a!Z x (0, co), for 0 < j < m. A function u is called a class .@ solution of 
(I), (2), (3) if and only if u = u* + b, where b is an admissible extension 
of the prescribed gj , and where u* is a class SS? solution of the mixed 
homogeneous boundary value problem: ut* + Lu* = f - bl - Lb in QQm ; 
u*(x, 0) = U(X) - b(x, 0) initially in Q; (ai/&@* = 0 on a.0 x (0, to), 
forO<j<m. 
A class M solution of (l), (2), (3) exists if (i) the gi admit an admissible 
extension b, (ii) a - b(., 0) E f(sZ), and (iii) f =fr + f2 where fi E $(QT) 
and -fi , fit E L2(QT) for all T > 0. This is verified by observing that bt + Lb 
and (b, + Lb)t both belong to L2(QT) for all T > 0, and by applying 
Corollary 1. Notice that condition (ii) is independent of the choice of 
admissible extension b, because the difference b(*, 0) - 6(*, 0) of any two 
admissible extensions belongs to J(Q). This follows from the following 
lemma which is needed also to prove uniqueness. 
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LEMMA 4. If u E Ct’@(@, and if (8/iW)u = 0 on X! for 0 ,< j < m, 
then u E &yQ). 
Proof. The hypotheses made about u and about the regularity of Xi 
imply that u E H,,m(Q). Therefore u E /(sZ). Furthermore, Lu ELM and 
the support of Lu lies in a bounded subset J2’ of J2. Let {fh} be a sequence 
in Corn(P) converging to Lu in La(Q). Let uk be the element of X(G)) 
satisfying Lu, = fk . We clearly have B[+, u] = (4, Lu) and hence 
w, u - %I = (6 Lu - h) f or all + E x(52). Setting + = u - uk we obtain 
I// u - uk ill2 = @ - uk , L” -fk)& < 11 u - uk //R’ ’ /iLu - fk 11 
Thus//ju--u,I[/~C,,/ILu--fk/I-tOasK~oo.Clearlyllu-uk~l~(~)~O 
as k -+ cc, and the proof is complete. 
Now suppose u = u* + b and ii = ii* + 6are two class .X solutions of(l), 
(2), (3) taking the same data. Let w = u - Q = (u* - ZZ*) + (b - 6). 
We will show that Theorem 1 can be applied to give w = 0. We have 
w E X(Qr), because (b - &) satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 4 for all 
t > 0. Clearly (S/M)(b - Z$ = 0 on 852 X (0, co), for 0 <j < m; 
thus (b - 6)t E %(QT) and hence wt E f(QE,r) for all 0 < c < T < co. 
Further, /I/ w(*, t)li/ < //I u* + b - a I// + 111 u* + 6 - a II/ -+ 0 as t + 0. 
Finally, wt + Lw = f-f = 0 in Qm . Thus w = 0, by Theorem 1, which 
proves the uniqueness of class &’ solutions. 
We call 6 E C,““(D) an admissible extension of the boundary values f* 
prescribed in (5) if and only if (S/&zj)6 = gj on X$ for 0 < j < m. A 
function PI is called a class A“ solution of (4), (5) if and only if ZI = er* + 6, 
where 6 is an admissible extension of the prescribed boundary values, and 
ZJ* is an element of S(G) satisfying Lv = 3 - L6. Clearly a class .X solution 
of (4), (5) exists if the prescribed gj admit an admissible extension, and if 
3 is in the range of L: H(G) + L2(sZ). A sufficient condition for 3 to be 
in the range of L: S+?(Q) -+ L2(Q) is that 3 belong to L2(12) and have bounded 
support; this is shown by an argument similar to the proof of Lemma 4. 
It is clear, using Lemma 4, that at most one class .%? solution of (4), (5) can 
exist. The following theorem follows readily from Corollaries 1 and 2. 
THEOREM 8. Suppose the gj(x, t) prescribed in (3) and the &(x) prescribed 
in (5) are both admissibly extendible. Suppose there is an admissible extension 
b(x, t) of the gj(x, t) which converges as t --f co to an admissible extension 
b(x) of the &(x) su@ientZy rapidZy so that st 11 b - 611:, R dt < CO and 
Jr 11 b, II2 dt < CO. Suppose the 3(x) p rescribed in (4) belongs to the range of 
L: X(Q) -+ L2(Q), and that the f (x, t) prescribed in (1) conwerges to f(x) as 
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t -+ CO in such a way that f -3 = fi + fi , where fi E f(QT) and f2 , 
fit ELM for all T > 0, and where 
s 
m 
lllfi Ill dt < 00 and s m llfi /I2 dt < ~0. 0 0 
Suppose also that the initial values a(x) prescribed in (2) satisfy a(x) - b(x, 0) E 
%(Q). Then problem (11, (2), (3) ad (4), (5) P assess unique class X solutions 
u(x, t) and v(x), respectively, and 11 u(., t) - v 1(R, --, 0 us t --+ 00 for every 
bounded subset sz’ of Sz. 
We call u a L2 solution of (l), (2), (3) f i an on1 i u = u* + b, where d y f 
b is an admissible extension of the gi , and u* is a L2 solution of the mixed 
homogeneous boundary value problem: ut* + Lu* = f - b, - Lb in Qm ; 
u*(x, 0) = a(x) - b(x, 0) initially in 9; (@/M)u* = 0 on aJJ x (0, co), 
for 0 < i < m. It follows from Theorems 5 and 6 that exactly one L2 solution 
of (l), (2), (3) exists if (i) the gj admit an admissible extension b, (ii) 
a - b(., 0) ELM, and (iii) f E L2(QT) for all T > 0. If the data f, a, and gi 
satisfy the just-mentioned conditions (i), (ii), (iii), and the hypotheses of 
Theorem 8 as well, then the L2 solution u of (l), (2), (3) is identical with 
the class # solution, and therefore converges to a solution v of (4), (5) 
as t -+ cc, in the sense assured by Theorem 8. That the L2 and class X 
solutions are identical follows readily from Theorem 7. 
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